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Apex Foot Health & Wellness, a division of
Aetrex Worldwide, is dedicated to designing and manufacturing the finest foot health
products available on the market today. Our
research and development team constantly
explores and tests new ideas, technologies,
& materials to help improve the way people
feel on their feet.
We’re proud to present a comprehensive line
of men’s and women’s footwear that provide
superior comfort and protection in fashion
forward styles. The collection is ideal for
those requiring fitting flexibility and offers
state-of-the-art features and materials.
Together with the Custom Diabetic Insert
program, patients can benefit from maximum compliance and all day protection.
And what better way to showcase everything
than with our state-of-the-art Apex Rotating
Display that efficiently holds up to 40 footwear samples. The display will further elevate
your practice image, boost sales and ensure
patient satisfaction.

All styles except T1201 &
T1209 meet PDAC A5500
requirements. To view
Apex PDAC letters visit
www.apexfoot.com/pdac
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AT H L E T I C
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Apex Athletic footwear is designed to prevent
injuries and provide quick, comfortable relief
from pain and discomfort to help you lead
a healthy and active lifestyle.
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AT H L E T I C
Apex Running and Walking Footwear are constructed with the
most advanced technological features and represent the highest
standards in performance and comfort. Innovative features are
meticulously built into these extraordinary shoes to offer midfoot
and rearfoot stability, pressure relief to the calcaneous & shock
attenuation for the foot and musculoskeletal system.

X Last Styles
n X last for superior motion control
n 5/16” removable depth in 2 layers for fitting flexibility
n Carboplast® footbridge for motion control & stability
n Slip resistant rubber outsole for increased traction
V Last Styles
n V last for superior stability
n 5/16” removable depth in 2 layers for fitting flexibility
n Multi-density midsole with supporting EGX™ footbridge
n Medial support pod minimizes over-pronation

The multiple removable layers, soft linings & wide last design offer
protection, fitting flexibility, and the accommodation of orthotics and shoe modifications. Often recommended for people with
diabetes, arthritis or anyone seeking shoes for maximum comfort.

Reina Runner - X Last
Patented
Lockdown™
Heel Strap
Design

X532W-Periwinkle

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Boss Runners - X Last
Lace Walker - X Last

Sizes: 4 1/2-11, 12, 13
Widths: Medium (B/C), Wide (D/E), X-Wide (2E/3E)

X826W-White

X521W-Periwinkle

X522W-White/Blue

X527W-Silver/Sea Blue

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Lace Walker - X Last

X801W-Black

X821W-White

Walkers - V Last

V854W-White/Periwinkle

Stealth Runner - V Last

V952W-White

V551W-Blue

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Sierra Trail Runners - V Last

Strap Walker - X Last

Additional Features:
n SmartMask™ toe guard & external heel counter
n Nylon Cordura™ uppers with nubuck leather
n Scotchguard™ protection for water resistance
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X926W-White

V751W-Brown

V753W-Grey
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The lightest fashion forward
therapeutic shoes ever made!

Karen
- Classic oxford with refined lacing system
- Beautiful overlay design with stitching details
- Full grain leather upper
- Padded heel counter

Soft, light & beautiful, our newest Women’s footwear collection offers fashion forward styles designed to provide maximum comfort
and protection. With its incredibly light-weight structure and removable double depth, Apex Petals are a perfect choice for women
who need superior support and adjustability.
Beautifully styled, the collection is crafted from rich supple leathers and includes feminine designs for every occasion. The slip-resistant
soles made from injected EVA ensure the shoes deliver the necessary safety and protection your patients require without the added
weight. Apex Petals help your patients lead a healthy and active lifestyle with confidence and grace.

A530-Black

A532-Taupe

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Linda

This
footwear exceeds
SATRA a nd Mark II slip
resistant standards for
dry, wet and oily
surfaces!

n
n
n
n
n
n

5/16” removable depth in 2 layers
Full grain leather uppers
Soft fabric moisture wicking linings
Roomy toe box design
Firm heels counters for stability & control
New non-slip rubber outsole for traction & stability

- Classic monk strap with hook & loop closure
- Medial side gore for extra comfort
- Full grain leather upper
- Elegant flower detail adds a touch of elegance

A830-Black

A832-Taupe

..............................................................................................................................................................................................

Regina
- Slip-on design with hook & loop strap
- Intricate perforated design for added style
- Full grain leather upper
- Padded heel counter

A700-Black

A701-Brown

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Evelyn

Sizes: 5-11, 12, 13
Widths: Medium (B/C),
Wide (D/E), X-Wide (2E/3E)
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- Classic loafer with innovative
hook & loop strap for adjustability
- Full grain leather upper with
hints of stretch fabric
for extra comfort
- Padded heel strap
5/16” Removable Depth in 2 Layers

A200-Black

A201-Brown
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A100-Black

Olivia

Janice

- Fisherman style with hook & loop strap for adjustability
- Cut out design maximizes breathability
- Full grain leather upper
- Padded heel strap

- Mary Jane with stylish hook
& loop strap
- Full grain leather upper
- Decorative rim stitching

A101-Brown

A300-Black

A301-Pewter

A302-Bone

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Lisa
NEW!

- Mary Jane with hook & loop strap
for adjustability
- Beautiful overlay design with
stitching details
- Full grain leather upper
- Padded heel counter

A330-Black

- Monk strap design for optimum fit & adjustability
- Stretch fabric and leather upper
- Padded top line

A720-Black

A331-Brown

Emmy

A723-Tan

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Charlotte

Donna

- Elegant t-strap with adjustable
hook and loop closure
- Functional t-strap to accommodate
different insteps
- Stretch fabric at the heel for
extra comfort
- Full grain leather upper

- Full coverage design with dual hook & loop straps
- Stretch fabric upper with leather accents for
unmatched comfort & customization
- Functional tongue completely opens for easy
foot insertion
- Padded heel counter
A730-Black

A430-Black

Sizes: 5-11, 12, 13
Widths: Medium (B/C), Wide (D/E), X-Wide (2E/3E)

..............................................................................................................................................................................................

Miranda
- Super comfortable Mary Jane with hook & loop strap
- Stretch fabric upper with leather accents for
unmatched comfort & customization
- Padded heel counter
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5/16” Removable Depth in 2 Layers

A350-Black
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The Apex Women’s Classic Casuals collection offers an uncompromised
merger of fashion, comfort and customization.

CLASSIC CASUAL

All styles are made from luxuriously soft full grain leathers
and moisture transferring polyester linings. A pressure
relief insole may be removed for additional depth.

n
n
n
n
n

Sizes: 4 1/2-11, 12, 13
Widths: Medium (B/C), Wide (D/E), X-Wide (2E/3E)

Advanced polyurethane outsoles for shock absorption and resilience
Soft, padded collars help reduce heel slippage
Firm heel counters for stability and control
1/4” removable depth
Roomy toe box design for forefoot freedom

*Also available in narrow (A/AA)

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Eliza
- Classic oxford with refined lacing system
- Soft leather and suede upper

E730-Black*

E731-Brown

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Mary
- Double strap design for maximum adjustability & comfort
- Soft leather and suede upper

E830-Black*

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Julia
1/4” Removable
Depth in 2 Layers
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- Classic Mary Jane with sleek hook & loop strap
- Full grain leather upper with pebbled texture accents

E360-Black*

E361-Brown
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A M B U L AT O R

®

Designed by a team of doctors & pedorthists
to provide superior comfort and protection
for those with diabetes, arthritis or
painful foot conditions.
protection

High, wide toe boxes and
soft, safe linings help protect
the foot from injury.

depth

Multiple removable
insoles provide a 1/2“
of removable depth for
maximum protection
and fitting flexibility.

cushioning
Removable orthotics
and polyurethane
outsoles absorb shock
forces and provide
cushioning.

stability

Hidden depth sole
design with raised
sidewalls and firm
heel counters.

SmartGrip™

Polyurethane sole for safety and stability.

customization

14

Ambulator’s unique PRS (Pressure Relief System) allows you to easily customize the comfort and fit of the shoe
by trimming the insole at the areas of pressure. PRS Insole may also be fully removed for additional depth.

fit

Straight last design,
with multiple
removable insoles
ensure a proper fit
for all foot types.
15

A M B U L AT O R

BIOMECHANICAL
COLLECTION
®

Designed to limit stress at the areas of the foot most susceptible to
pain. Ambulator® Biomechanical Footwear provides unsurpassed
comfort and protection with unique features such as SmartGrip™
polyurethane soles, state-of-the-art removable comfort orthotics
and soft leather linings. Recently updated with eye-catching styles,
Ambulator Biomechanical Footwear is often recommended for
diabetes, arthritis or for those seeking a shoe that provides
maximum comfort, stability and added protection.

n
n
n
n
n

Soft linings with leather for maximum comfort & breathability
SmartGrip™ polyurethane soles for safety & stability
½” removable hidden depth in 3 layers
Genuine leather uppers
Anti-Shox® footbed

CONFORM
COLLECTION

Classic Oxford

n
n
n
n
n

1270W-Black

Plastazote® foam lining molds to the foot for a customized fit
SmartGrip™ polyurethane soles for safety & stability
½” removable hidden depth in 2 layers
Removable Conform Orthotic with Plastazote
High toe boxes

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Double Strap

Mary Jane

Sizes: 4 1/2-11, 12, 13
Widths: Medium (B/C), Wide (D/E), X-Wide (2E/3E)

1260W-Black

1264W-Taupe

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

B6000W-Black

.........................................................................................

Classic Lace

Sizes:
Wide - 4 1/2-12, 13
X-Wide - 6-13
XX-Wide - 7-13
XXX-Wide - 7-13 (T2000 Only)

T2000-Black

B2000W-Black

STRETCHABLES COLLECTION
Additional Features:
n Single hook and loop strap for maximum adjustability and easy
on/off wear
n Seamless, stretchable uppers stretch to accommodate foot problems
n Soft fabric linings wick moisture away from the foot
n 1/2” removable depth to accommodate orthotics
n 3 removable layers for fitting flexibility
n Recommended for diabetes, arthritis or swollen feet
n Machine washable
T2400-Taupe

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Single Strap

Triple Strap Sizes:
Wide - 3 1/2/4-121/2/13
X-Wide - 5 1/2/6-121/2/13
XX-Wide - 5 1/2/6-141/2/15

Single Strap Sizes:
Wide - 4 1/2/5-131/2/14
X-Wide - 5 1/2/6-121/2/13

Double Strap Sizes:
Wide - 4 1/2-12, 13
X-Wide - 6-13
XX-Wide - 7-13

STRETCHABLES
COLLECTION
Double Strap
1200W-Black

Single Strap
1201W-Black

Triple Strap
16

B3000W-Black

1209W-Black
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ATH L E T I C
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Apex Athletic Footwear is designed to prevent
injuries and provide quick, comfortable relief
from pain and discomfort to help you lead
a healthy and active lifestyle.
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X Last Styles
n X last for superior motion control
n 5/16” removable depth in 2 layers for fitting flexibility
n Carboplast® footbridge for motion control & stability
n Slip resistant rubber outsole for increased traction

ATH L E T I C
Apex Running and Walking Footwear are constructed with the
most advanced technological features and represent the highest
standards in performance and comfort. Innovative features are
meticulously built into these extraordinary shoes to offer midfoot
and rearfoot stability, pressure relief to the calcaneous
and shock attenuation for the foot and musculoskeletal system.
The multiple removable layers, soft linings and wide last design offer
protection, fitting flexibility, and the accommodation of orthotics
and shoe modifications. Often recommended for people with
diabetes, arthritis or anyone seeking shoes for maximum comfort.

V Last Styles
n V last for superior stability
n 5/16” removable depth in 2 layers for fitting flexibility
n Multi-density midsole with supporting EGX™ footbridge
n Medial support pod minimizes over-pronation

Boss Runners - X Last

X521M-Blue

*Patented Lockdown™
Heel Strap Design

X522M-White*

X520M-Black*

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Stealth Runner - V Last

Rhino Runner - X Last

Lace Walkers - X Last

*Patented
Lockdown™
Heel Strap
Design

X801M-Black

X821M-White

V551M-Blue

X826M-White

X532M-Blue*

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Strap Walkers - X Last

Sierra Trail Runners - V Last
Additional Features:
n SmartMask™ toe guard & external heel counter
n Nylon Cordura™ uppers with nubuck leather
n Scotchguard™ protection for water resistance

X920M-Black

X923M-White

X903M-Black

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Walkers - V Last

V751M-Brown

V854M-White/Blue
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V950M-Black

V952M-White

V753M-Grey

Sizes: 6 1/2-13, 14, 15
Widths: Medium(C/D), Wide (E/2E), X-Wide (3E/4E)
21

CASUAL

The Apex Men’s Dress/Casual collection offers the ultimate in comfort and
function without compromising on style. All shoes are built on anatomical
lasts designed to provide a comfortable, healthy fit for your feet. Each pair is
meticulously crafted with the highest quality material technologies, including
soft full grain leathers, moisture transferring linings and light-weight
polyurethanes and gels.
The Lexington™ collection features an advanced performance insole that
incorporates patented Mozaic® Customization Technology for pressure relief
and maximum comfort. The Ariya collection includes two removable layers to
accommodate orthotics and for fitting flexibility.

Lexington Wingtip Oxford

LT700M-Black

LT710M-Brown

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Lexington™
n
n
n
n
n
n

Luxurious full grain leather uppers
Removable Mozaic Insole
Firm heel counters & soft padded collars
5/16” removable depth
Soft leather linings for comfort & breathability
Polyurethane outsole for cushioning, traction & stability

Lexington Cap Toe

LT600M-Black

LT610M-Brown

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Ariya™
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Luxurious full grain leather uppers
Pressure relief layer for customized comfort
Removable Performance Insole
5/16” removable depth
Ariya polyurethane outsoles for traction and stability
Firm heel counters & soft padded collars
Polyester/leather linings help transfer moisture

Lexington Moc Toe

LT900M-Black

LT910M-Brown

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Ariya Moc Toe
Lexington Classic
Ariya - PRS Layer

LT500M-Black

Double depth with PRS
layer for customized comfort

Y900-Black

Y910-Brown

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Ariya Strap Closures

Lexington - Mozaic® Insole

Mozaic insole for customized comfort and pressure relief
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LEXINGTON
Sizes: 7-13, 14
Widths: Medium(C/D), Wide (E/2E), X-Wide (3E/4E)
5/16” removable depth

Y600-Black (Single Strap)

Y800-Black (Double Strap)

ARIYA
Sizes: 6 1/2-13, 14, 15
Widths: Medium(C/D), Wide (E/2E), X-Wide (3E/4E)
5/16” removable depth
23

AMBULATOR
n
n
n
n
n
n

BIOMECHANICAL
COLLECTION
®

SmartGrip™ polyurethane soles for safety & stability
½” removable hidden depth in 3 layers
Genuine leather uppers
Anti-Shox® footbed
Soft leather linings for maximum comfort & breathability
Moisture wicking foam backed fabric linings
for cushioning & protection (Active Walkers Only & B5000)

G7000M-Black

Boat Shoe - Lace

Designed to limit stress at the areas of the foot most susceptible to pain.
Ambulator® Biomechanical Footwear provides unsurpassed comfort and
protection with unique features such as SmartGrip™ polyurethane soles,
state-of-the-art removable comfort orthotics and soft leather linings. Recently
updated with eye-catching styles, Ambulator Biomechanical Footwear is often
recommended for diabetes, arthritis, or for those seeking a shoe that provides
maximum comfort, stability and added protection.

Sizes: 6 1/2-13, 14, 15, 16
Widths: Medium(C/D), Wide (E/2E), X-Wide (3E/4E)

B2900M-Two Tone

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Classic Oxford - Lace

*B3000 available in XX-Wide (5E/6E)

B2000M-Black

G7200M-White

B2050M-Black

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Active Walkers - Strap

Classic Oxford - Strap

NEW!

G8000M-Black

G8200M-White

G8010M-Black

..................................................................................................................................

Classic Moc - Open to Toe

G8210M-White

B3000M-Black*

B3100M-Brown

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
Fully functional vamp
opens all the way for
easy foot insertion.

Bio Boots- Lace & Strap

NEW!
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B5000M-Black

B4200M-Black (6” Triple Strap)

B4500M-Black (6” Lace)

B4000M-Black (4” Lace)
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AMBULATOR

CONFORM
COLLECTION
®

n
n
n
n
n
n

Plastazote® foam lining molds to the foot for a customized fit
SmartGrip™ polyurethane soles for safety & stability
½” removable hidden depth in 2 layers
Genuine leather uppers
Removable Conform Orthotics with Plastazote
High toe boxes

Double Strap

1260M-Black*

1261M-Brown

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Classic Oxford

Sizes: 6 1/2-13, 14, 15, 16
Widths: Medium(C/D), Wide (E/2E), X-Wide (3E/4E)
*1260 available in XX-Wide (5E/6E)

1270M-Black

1271M-Brown

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
Sizes:
Medium - 3 1/2-11, 12
Wide - 5-13, 14, 15, 16
X-Wide - 6-13, 14, 15, 16
XX-Wide - 6-13, 14, 15, 16 (T2000 Only)

T2000-Black

STRETCHABLES COLLECTION
Additional Features:
n Single hook and loop strap for maximum adjustability and easy
on/off wear
n Seamless, stretchable uppers stretch to accommodate foot problems
n Soft fabric linings wick moisture away from the foot
n 1/2” removable depth to accommodate orthotics
n 3 removable layers for fitting flexibility
n Recommended for diabetes, arthritis or swollen feet
n Machine washable

T2400-Taupe

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
Triple Strap Sizes:
Medium - 2 1/2/3-11 1/2/12
Wide - 4 1/2/5-15 1/2/16
X-Wide - 4 1/2/5-15 1/2/16

Single Strap Sizes:

Double Strap Sizes:

Medium - 3 1/2/4-12 1/2/13
Wide - 4 1/2/5-14 1/2/15

Medium - 3 1/2-11, 12
Wide - 5-13, 14, 15, 16
X-Wide - 6-13, 14, 15, 16

STRETCHABLES
COLLECTION
Double Strap
1200M-Black

Single Strap
1201M-Black

Triple Strap
1209M-Black
26
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APEX
CUSTOM
ORTHOTICS
Apex Custom Orthotics provide your patients
with the highest standards in quality, protection
and patient care. The orthotics are custom fabricated
from a positive model of your patient’s foot to help
provide total contact against genuine Plastazote
foam to alleviate pressure points and reduce friction.
Apex Custom Orthotics are fabricated and ground
specifically for your patient’s Apex footwear to ensure
an ideal fit and maximum compliance. Unlike most
competitive products, all styles feature only Genuine
Plastazote top covers to ensure that no chemically
blown foams can go against your patient’s foot.
Available with modifications to meet your patients’
needs, and PDAC Code Verified for A5513 for
Medicare’s Therapeutic Shoe Bill.

- Free starter kits
- Free Foamart foot impression foam
- Free freight to the Apex Custom Lab
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CU40681
Plastazote X-Firm Base - 45 Dur. (Shore A)

CU40668
ThermoSKY EVA Base - 45 Dur. (Shore A)

Conformable plastazote top cover for continuous
protection and comfort. Plastazote X-Firm base is
very light-weight, easy to adjust and designed to
sit naturally inside the shoe.

Conformable Plastazote top cover for continuous
protection and comfort. ThermoSKY EVA base is
light-weight, durable and fabricated to sit
naturally inside the shoe.

- The fastest turn around time in the industry
- Orthotics & Footwear labeled with patient’s
name for easy distribution
29

READY-MADE PLASTAZOTE THERMOTHOTICS

APEX® SEAMFREE SOCKS

™

Apex Seamfree Socks are recommended by doctors and pedorthists for diabetic foot
protection. The socks are woven from a thin yet strong enough acrylic yarn that allows for a
proper shoe fit, as well as from soft spandex to ensure they stay up for the duration of the
day. Apex Seamfree Socks are made from soft, hi-tech acrylic fibers
that wick-away moisture from the foot. Safe for those with diabetes
and poor circulation, they are available in extra-wide for patients who
suffer from edema. All styles and colors available in S,M,L

Apex® Thermothotics is a unique line of orthotics designed to help protect the “at risk” patient with diabetes.
Everything in the Thermothotic line is completely heat moldable and features a Plastazote top cover for continuous
protection and comfort.
Apex Thermothotics are available in a variety of different base material options including, Plastazote X-Firm,
ThermoSKY® EVA and the unique heat moldable urethane, Polyetherdiol. Apex Thermothotics make it easy & cost
effective for you to properly protect your patients with diabetes and are PDAC verified for A5512.

ANATOMICAL DESIGN
T40664 - Anatomical ThermoThotics - Polyetherdiol Base

Features a conformable 1/8” Plastazote top cover for continuous protection and
comfort. Base made from ED-9 Polyetherdiol urethane, a state-of-the-art heat
moldable base compound that absorbs shock forces and cushions the plantar aspect
of the foot. Tapered at the toe and easy to trim and grind.
Top - 1 ⁄ 8” Plastazote Medium. Base Material - 3 ⁄ 16” Polyetherdiol Urethane - 40 Dur. Anatomical Shape
Men’s - 6-16
Women’s - 4-13

S700 regular
S700X x-wide

black
black

S710 regular brown
S710X x-wide brown

40668 - Anatomical ThermoThotics - ThermoSKY EVA Base

Multi-density orthotics feature a conformable Plastazote 1/8” top cover for continuous
protection and comfort. The ThermoSKY® EVA 3/16” base is light-weight, durable, and
heat moldable. Easy to trim and grind.

SOCK SIZE CHART (US shoe sizes)		
women men
3-7
small
4-8
medium 9-12
8-11
large
13+
12+

Top - 1/8” Plastazote Medium. Base Material - 3/16 ThermoSKY EVA - 45 Dur. (Shore A) Anatomical Shape
Men’s - 6-12.5, 13, 14, 15, 16
Women’s - 4-10.5, 11, 12, 13
40681 - Anatomical ThermoThotics - Plastazote X-Firm Base

S720 regular white
S720X x-wide white

S750 regular
S750X x-wide

navy
navy

Features a conformable Plastazote 1/8” top cover for continuous protection and
comfort. The Plastazote X-Firm base is light-weight, durable and easy to heat mold.
Easy to trim and grind.
Top - 1/8” Plastazote Medium. Base Material - 3/16 Plastazote X-Firm - 45 Dur. (Shore A) Anatomical Shape
Men’s - 6-12.5, 13, 14, 15, 16
Women’s - 4-10.5, 11, 12, 13

APEX CONFORM
INSOLES

CONTOUR DESIGN
T40777 - Contour ThermoThotics - Polyetherdiol Base

Features a conformable 1/8” Plastazote top cover for continuous protection and
comfort. Base made from ED-9 Polyetherdiol urethane, a state-of-the-art heat
moldable base compound that absorbs shock forces and cushions the plantar aspect
of the foot. Resilient, tapered at the toe and easy to trim and grind.
Top - 1/8” Plastazote Medium. Base Material - 3/16 Polyetherdiol Urethane - 40 Dur. Contour Shape
Men’s - 6-16
Women’s - 4-13

Men Sizes: 6-16 (whole sizes only)
Women Sizes: 4-13 (whole sizes only)

style #

description

40664		
		
		
		
		

Apex Conform Insoles are comfortable, light-weight
insoles that absorb shock and customize to your feet for 		
comfort and protection. The Plastazote® top cover conforms
to accommodate pressure “hot” spots, making this insole 		
recommended for diabetic and arthritic patients.

1584 - Contour ThermoThotics - ThermoSKY EVA Base

Multi-density orthotics feature a conformable Plastazote 1/8” top cover for continuous
protection and comfort. The ThermoSKY EVA 3/16” base is light-weight, durable and
heat moldable. Easy to trim and grind.

APEX CONFORM
INSOLES WITH GEL

Top - 1/8” Plastazote Medium. Base Material - 3/16 ThermoSKY EVA - 45 Dur. (Shore A) Contour Shape
Men’s - 6-12.5, 13, 14, 15, 16
Women’s - 4-10.5, 11, 12, 13
1564 - Contour ThermoThotics - Plastazote X-Firm Base

Features a conformable Plastazote 1/8” top cover for continuous protection and
comfort. The Plastazote X-Firm base is light-weight, durable and easy to heat mold.
Easy to trim and grind.
Top - 1/8” Plastazote Medium. Base Material - 3/16 Plastazote X-Firm - 45 Dur. (Shore A) Contour Shape
Men’s - 6-12.5, 13, 14, 15, 16
Women’s - 4-10.5, 11, 12, 13

Men Sizes: 6-16 (whole sizes only)
Women Sizes: 4-13 (whole sizes only)

Apex Conform Insoles are NOT Covered by Medicare.
For orthotics covered by Medicare, please see page 28-30.
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style #

description

40665		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Apex Conform Insoles with gel are comfortable, light-weight 		
insoles that help absorb shock and customize to your feet for 		
unsurpassed comfort and protection. The insoles feature
state-of-the-art gel technology for extra protection at the areas
most susceptible to pain. The Plastazote® top cover conforms to
accommodate pressure “hot” spots, making this insole ideal for
diabetic and arthritic patients.
31

Foamart® Fitting Kit

™
Thermothotic
Molding Kits
Thermothotic Molding Kits offer a very easy, effective and quick system to heat mold inserts to properly

The Original Foot Impression Foam

achieve total contact with your patient’s foot. The kits include a unique polyurethane molding pillow which
allows your patients to remain seated throughout the molding process, easily molding the orthotic to each
arch to achieve total comfort.

When taking a negative impression of a patient’s
foot, there is no system that can match the
convenience and accuracy of Foamart Foot
Impression Kits. In just seconds a technician can
take an impression of a patient that will accurately
match their size, shape and arch. Foamart is the
highest quality foam available and will not crack
during or after an impression. Available in convenient
self-mailer boxes or in bulk form. Foamart comes in
two sizes - standard (12”) and long (14”).

Thermothotic Molding Kits include ThermoGloves, silicone oven liners, a timer, thermometer and
two molding pillows.
Thermothotic Molding Kit:
product #

description

TMMK			
			
			
			
			

Apex Molding Pillow (2 each)
Apex Thermo Gloves (1 pair)
Silicone Oven Liner
Digital Timer
Thermometer

Thermothotic Molding Kit with Oven:
Foamart Kit:
product #

description		

sizes				

quantity

1122			
1123			
1124			
1125			
1128			
1129			
1119			
1126			

Foamart Bulk Pack - standard			
Foamart Impression Kit - standard		
Foamart Impression Kit - long			
Foamart Bulk Pack - long			
Foamart Economy Singles - long		
Foamart Impression Kit - Big Foot		
Plastic Tray for Bulk Foamart			
Plastic Tray for Bulk Foamart			

2” x 6” x 12”		
2” x 6” x 12”		
2” x 6” x 14”		
2” x 6” x 14”		
2” x 6” x 14”		
2 1/2” x 6” x 13 3/4”		
2” x 6” x 12”		
2” x 6” x 14”		

12 pair
12 pair
10 pair
12 pair
24 pair
12 pair
1 pair
1 pair

product #

description

TMMK-1		
			
			
			
			
			

Convection Oven (1 each)
Apex Molding Pillow (2 each)
Apex Thermo Gloves (1 pair)
Silicone Oven Liner
Digital Timer
Thermometer

*See price list for more information

Apex Harris Mat Set
®

1110

The set includes the imprint mat, paper, ink and roller.
Produces weight-bearing imprint of the foot, thereby
measuring pressure disbursement and arch shape. Ink,
paper, mat and roller also sold seperately.
See price list for details.

Apex® Foot Measuring Systems
style #		

description

1131			Accurately measures heel-to-toe length, heel-to-ball length (1131 only),
		
and width of the foot. One device now available for both men and women.
		
Individual men’s, women’s and children’s devices also available.

1131A (universal)

32

1131M (men’s)

1131W (women’s)

1131c (children’s)

1141

33

Apex Rotating Display and
New Modular Wall Unit

FOOT PAIN RELIEF SYSTEM
Features a Plantar Fasciitis Night Splint designed to comfortably stretch the plantar fascia and achilles tendon
during sleep. Helps reduce the muscle contracture, inflammation and pain associated with the first step in the
morning or after periods of rest.
Style: 3101 Women’s 24 Hour Foot Pain Relief System
Style: 3102 Men’s 24 Hour Foot Pain Relief System

Our state of the art Apex Rotating Display is compact, efficiently holds up to 40
footwear samples and looks great in any professional office setting. The variety of
samples showcased allows your patients to choose from the different style options
and get properly fitted with footwear specifically for their feet. We are confident the
program will help eliminate incorrect orders and unnecessary returns, generating
satisfied and loyal patients.

*Includes 4461 - 1/4” Heel Lifts with Adhesive

Display - (FD775)
Size: 70” x 25” x 23”

APEX BUNION
NIGHT SPLINT

Style: 3001 Bunion Night Splint
Small, medium, large - left or right

Apex Bunion Night Splints help keep your
big toe aligned and comforts pain caused
by bunions. The soft bumper pad
cushions the big toe, while the hook
& loop strap acts as a lever to gradually
align the big toe, relieving discomfort.
Apex Bunion Night Splints should
be worn at night.

n 2 sided rotating display with storage compartment
n Apex foot measuring device
n 40 half pair fitting inventory
n 100 consumer brochures
n One molding pillow
n Shoe fitting mirror
n Casters for mobility

Display
(FD780)
Size: 36” x 24”

Display - (FD780)
Size: 36” x 24”

Main Wall Unit
n 12 half pair fitting inventory
n Metallic Apex header (FD70)
n 2 glass shelves
n 4 metal shelf brackets

Additional Unit
(FD780A)
Size: 36” x 24”

We are excited to introduce our new Apex Wall Display. The unique modular design is composed
of standardized sections for easy construction and a flexible arrangement to fit your specific
practice needs. Connect up to three standard units to create a full wall display that exhibits
36 shoes. Or simply hang one compact unit that comfortably holds 12 styles.
34
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414 Alfred Avenue
Teaneck, NJ 07666
800-526-2739
www.apexfoot.com
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